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(54) Robot simulator, robot teaching apparatus and robot teaching method

(57) A robot simulator includes a generating unit, a
display unit, a display control unit, and a simulation in-
structing unit. The generating unit generates a virtual im-
age that includes a virtual robot obtained by imaging an
actual robot having at least one axis and an operation
handle capable of operating three-dimensional coordi-
nate axes having a predetermined control point of the
virtual robot as the origin. The display control unit displays
on the display unit the generated virtual image. The sim-
ulation instructing unit, when an operator’s operation for
the operation handle is received, acquires at least one
of a displacement amount of the control point and a ro-
tation amount of the three-dimensional coordinate axes
attributable to the operator’s operation, and instructs the
generating unit to regenerate the virtual image in which
a posture of the virtual robot is changed in accordance
with the displacement amount or the rotation amount thus
acquired.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] An embodiment disclosed herein relates to a
robot simulator, a robot teaching apparatus and a robot
teaching method.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Conventionally, there have been proposed dif-
ferent kinds of robot simulators which, when having a
robot to perform a specified processing work, simulate
an operation of the robot in advance and graphically rep-
resent the simulation result on a display of a computer.
[0003] By using the robot simulator, an operator can
verify, based on the graphic representation, whether the
robot interferes with an obstacle and can prepare teach-
ing data without actually operating the robot.
[0004] A certain level of proficiency is required in order
for an operator to prepare teaching data.
[0005] For this reason, there has been recently pro-
posed a method in which touch keys using operation-
direction-indicating words such as "up", "down", "left" and
"right" are indicated around a graphic image of a robot
displayed on a touch panel so that an operator can press
the touch keys, thereby making the operation easy (see,
e.g., Japanese Patent No. 3901772).
[0006] However, the conventional robot simulator
needs to be improved to make a robot operable by an
operator in an intuitively understandable manner regard-
less of the operator’s proficiency.
[0007] For example, in the case of indicating the touch
keys using operation-direction-indicating words as men-
tioned above, if the robot is provided with multiple axes
and can be moved in many different directions, it be-
comes necessary to indicate an increased number of
touch keys. This may possibly make it difficult to under-
stand the operation.
[0008] Further, the directions indicated by the words
such as "left" and "right" as mentioned above are not
absolute but relative. For that reason, it is difficult for an
operator to intuitively grasp the operation directions of
the robot.

Summary of the Invention

[0009] In view of the above, an embodiment disclosed
herein provides a robot simulator which can be operated
by an operator in an intuitively understandable manner
regardless of the operator’s proficiency, a robot teaching
apparatus and a robot teaching method.
[0010] A robot simulator in accordance with an embod-
iment includes a generating unit, a display unit, a display
control unit and a simulation instructing unit. The gener-
ating unit is configured to generate a virtual image that
includes a virtual robot obtained by imaging an actual
robot having at least one axis and an operation handle

capable of operating three-dimensional coordinate axes
having a control point of the virtual robot as the origin.
The display unit displays an image. The display control
unit is configured to control the display unit to display the
virtual image generated by the generating unit. The sim-
ulation instructing unit is configured to, when receiving
an operator’s operation for the operation handle, acquire
at least one of a displacement amount of the control point
and a rotation amount of the three-dimensional coordi-
nate axes attributable to the operator’s operation, and is
configured to instruct the generating unit to regenerate
the virtual image in which a posture of the virtual robot
is changed in accordance with the displacement amount
and/or the rotation amount thus acquired.
[0011] In accordance with the embodiment, an opera-
tor can operate a robot simulator in an intuitively under-
standable manner regardless of the operator’s proficien-
cy.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0012]

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram showing an overall
configuration of a robot system including a robot sim-
ulator in accordance with an embodiment.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of a robot simulator in accordance with the embod-
iment.
Fig. 3A is a first schematic diagram showing one
example of a virtual image displayed on a display
unit.
Fig. 3B is a schematic diagram illustrating one ex-
ample of a case in which a mouse cursor is moved
toward one axis.
Fig. 3C is a view for explaining a guide line.
Fig. 3D is a second schematic diagram showing one
example of a virtual image displayed on the display
unit.
Fig. 4 is a view showing a setting example of control
point information.
Fig. 5A is a view showing one example of an oper-
ation handle.
Fig. 5B is a view for explaining one example of a
displacement handle.
Fig. 5C is a view for explaining one example of a
rotation handle.
Figs. 6A to 6C are first to third views showing a spe-
cific example of a simulation operation when the dis-
placement handle is operated.
Figs. 7A to 7C are first to third views showing a spe-
cific example of a simulation operation when the ro-
tation handle is operated.
Figs. 8A to 8C are first to third views showing a spe-
cific example of a simulation operation when an op-
eration handle for elbow angular motion is operated.
Figs. 9A and 9B are first and second views showing
a specific example of a simulation operation when a
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synchronous motion is selected.

Description of the Embodiments

[0013] Hereinafter, an embodiment of a robot simula-
tor, a robot teaching apparatus and a robot teaching
method will be described in detail with reference to the
accompanying drawings. The present disclosure is not
limited to the embodiment to be described below.
[0014] The following description will be made by taking,
as an example, a robot simulator that displays a graphic
image of a three-dimensional model of a robot and sur-
rounding equipment on a display unit such as an LCD
(liquid crystal display) or the like. Hereinafter, the graphic
image of the three-dimensional model will be referred to
as a "virtual image".
[0015] Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram showing an over-
all configuration of a robot system 1 including a robot
simulator 10 in accordance with an embodiment.
[0016] As shown in Fig. 1, the robot system 1 includes
a robot simulator 10, a robot control device 20 and a robot
30. The robot simulator 10 includes a simulator control
device 11, a display unit 12, an operation unit 13 and a
teaching data storage unit 14.
[0017] The simulator control device 11 is a controller
which controls the entire robot simulator 10. The simu-
lator control device 11 includes an arithmetic processing
unit, a memory unit, and so forth. The simulator control
device 11 is connected to various parts of the robot sim-
ulator 10 such as the display unit 12, the operation unit
13 and the teaching data storage unit 14, so that data
transmission can be performed therebetween.
[0018] The simulator control device 11 outputs to the
display unit 12 a virtual image of the robot 30 obtained
by simulating the motion of the robot 30 based on an
operator’s operation performed through the operation
unit 13.
[0019] The simulator control device 11 can acquire
teaching points of the robot 30 from the virtual image of
the robot 30 based on the operator’s operation performed
through the operation unit 13 and can register the teach-
ing points in the teaching data storage unit 14.
[0020] The display unit 12 is a display device such as
a so-called LCD or the like. The operation unit 13 is a
pointing device such as a mouse or the like. The opera-
tion unit 13 needs not be necessarily formed of a hard-
ware component but may be formed of a software com-
ponent, e.g., touch keys displayed on a touch panel dis-
play.
[0021] The teaching data storage unit 14 is a database
which registers information on the "teaching points" for
the robot 30.
[0022] The term "teaching points" used herein refers
to the information that indicates target positions through
which the respective joints of the robot 30 need to pass
during an operation of the robot 30. The teaching points
are stored as, e.g., pulse values of individual encoders
arranged in servo motors for driving the respective shafts

of the robot 30. The robot 30 is operated based on the
information on a plurality of teaching points. Therefore,
in the teaching data storage unit 14, the teaching points
are stored in connection with the motions (teaching pro-
grams) of the robot 30.
[0023] In other words, the teaching programs of the
robot 30 include combined information of the teaching
points, operation commands for interpolation between
the respective teaching points, and operation commands
to end effectors. The teaching data storage unit 14 is
configured to store, with respect to each of the teaching
programs, information on the teaching points included in
each of the teaching programs. When the robot 30 is
operated, the robot 30 is moved pursuant to the teaching
programs.
[0024] The teaching data storage unit 14 is connected
to the robot control device 20 that is a controller for con-
trolling the actual operation of the robot 30 so that data
transmission can be performed therebetween. The robot
control device 20 controls various operations of the robot
30 based on the teaching points registered in the teaching
data storage unit 14.
[0025] In Fig. 1, the teaching data storage unit 14 (the
robot simulator 10) and the robot control device 20 are
connected to each other. However, if the information on
the teaching points registered in the robot simulator 10
can be stored in a storage unit (not shown) in the robot
control device 20, the teaching data storage unit 14 (the
robot simulator 10) and the robot control device 20 need
not be necessarily connected to each other.
[0026] For example, the information on the teaching
points registered in the robot simulator 10 may be copied
onto a storage medium such as a USB (Universal Serial
Bus) or the like. Then, after connecting the storage me-
dium to the robot control device 20, the information in-
cluded in the storage medium may be stored in the stor-
age unit in the robot control device 20 through a specified
operation.
[0027] In Fig. 1, for the sake of making the description
readily understandable, there is illustrated an example
in which the teaching data storage unit 14 and the sim-
ulator control device 11 are provided separately. Alter-
natively, the teaching data storage unit 14 may be includ-
ed in the simulator control device 11.
[0028] The robot 30 in accordance with the present
embodiment is a dual arm robot that includes two arms,
i.e., a first arm 31 and a second arm 32, and a body unit
33. The body unit 33 is provided rotatable about an axis
PV with respect to a base unit (not designated by a ref-
erence symbol) fixed to a floor surface or the like (see
an arrow 101 in Fig. 1).
[0029] The first arm 31 is a left arm and is installed on
the body unit 33. More specifically, the first arm 31 is
composed of a plurality of links and is provided with joints
which are respectively rotatable about, e.g., an axis S,
an axis L, an axis E and an axis U (see arrows 102 to
105 in Fig. 1).
[0030] The first arm 31 is further provided with joints
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which are respectively rotatable about, e.g., an axis R,
an axis B and an axis T (see arrows 106 to 108 in Fig.
1). The first arm 31 is further provided with actuators for
operating the respective joints. Servo motors may be ap-
propriately used as the actuators. The servo motors drive
the respective joints of the first arm 31 pursuant to the
operation instructions from the robot control device 20.
[0031] A hand (not shown) as an end effector can be
attached to a movable tip end portion that rotates about
the axis T. Depending on the content of a task performed
by the robot 30, the hand may hold a handling tool (here-
inafter referred to as a "tool").
[0032] That is to say, the first arm 31 shown in Fig. 1
has seven axes S, L, E, U, R, B and T. The seven axes
include the axis E serving as a redundant axis. The axis
E makes it possible to perform an elbow angular motion
by which only the angle of an elbow is changed without
changing the position and posture of the tool. The first
arm 31 is divided into, e.g., an upper arm and a lower
arm, with reference to the elbow. Here, the axis E is a
rotation axis extending in an extension direction of the
upper arm. Simulation of the elbow angular motion will
be described later with reference to Figs. 8A to 8C.
[0033] The second arm 32 is a right arm and is installed
on the body unit 33. The specific configuration of the sec-
ond arm 32 is substantially identical with the configuration
of the first arm 31. The second arm 32 differs from the
first arm 31 only in terms of the left and right positions.
Therefore, description on the second arm 32 will be omit-
ted herein.
[0034] In the robot simulator 10, the first arm 31, the
second arm 32 and the body unit 33 are regarded as
individual units to be controlled. In the following descrip-
tion, a unit selected by an operator, among the units to
be controlled which can be selected by a simulation in-
struction from the operator, is sometimes referred to as
an "operation target".
[0035] In Fig. 1, there is shown a case where the robot
30 is a dual arm robot. However, the robot applied to the
robot system 1 may be a single arm robot or a multi-arm
robot provided with two or more arms. In addition, the
robot 30 may be provided in a plural number.
[0036] Next, the block configuration of the robot simu-
lator 10 in accordance with the embodiment will be de-
scribed with reference to Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is a block diagram
of the robot simulator 10 in accordance with the embod-
iment. In Fig. 2, there are shown only the components
required for describing the robot simulator 10. Typical
components are not shown in Fig. 2.
[0037] In the description with reference to Fig. 2, the
internal configuration of the simulator control device 11
will be primarily described, and the display unit 12, the
operation unit 13 and the teaching data storage unit 14
shown in Fig. 1 will be briefly described.
[0038] As shown in Fig. 2, the simulator control device
11 includes a control unit 111 and a memory unit 112.
The control unit 111 includes an image generating unit
111a, a display control unit 111b, an operation reception

unit 111c, an operation amount acquiring unit 111d, a
simulation instructing unit 111e, a teaching point acquir-
ing unit 111f and a registration unit 111g. The memory
unit 112 stores model information 112a and control point
information 112b.
[0039] The image generating unit 111a generates a
virtual image of the robot 30 and surrounding equipment
based on the model information 112a and the control
point information 112b. The model information 112a in-
cludes graphic information defined in advance with re-
spect to each of the kinds of the robot 30 and the sur-
rounding equipment.
[0040] The control point information 112b is the infor-
mation that defines a control point of the robot 30 in ad-
vance. The image generating unit 111a generates a vir-
tual image which includes an operation handle (to be
described later) capable of operating three-dimensional
coordinate axes having the control point as the origin.
The control point information 112b will be described later
in detail with reference to Fig. 4.
[0041] The image generating unit 111a outputs the
generated virtual image to the display control unit 111b.
The display control unit 111b controls the display unit 12
to display the virtual image received from the image gen-
erating unit 111a.
[0042] Now, one example of the virtual image gener-
ated by the image generating unit 111a and displayed
on the display unit 12 by the display control unit 111b will
be described with reference to Figs. 3A to 3D.
[0043] Figs. 3A and 3D are first and second schematic
diagram illustrating one example of the virtual image 35
displayed on the display unit 12. Fig. 3B is a schematic
diagram illustrating one example of a case in which a
mouse cursor C is moved toward one axis. Fig. 3C is a
view for explaining a guide line. In Figs. 3A and 3D, there
is not shown the virtual image of the surrounding equip-
ment other than the actual robot 30.
[0044] As shown in Fig. 3A, the virtual image 35 is dis-
played on a display window 120 which is one of display
regions of the display unit 12. The virtual image 35 in-
cludes a virtual robot 30’ obtained by imaging the actual
robot 30 on the display window 120. The virtual image
35 further includes a specified control point and an op-
eration handle capable of operating three-dimensional
coordinate axes having the control point as the origin.
[0045] For example, the virtual image 35 shown in Fig.
3A includes a control point TCP and operation handles
H1 to H5, wherein the operation handle H1 is for operat-
ing three-dimensional coordinate axes having the control
point TCP as the origin. The operation handles H1 to H5
are operation parts that enable an operator to perform,
e.g., a drag operation, through the operation unit 13.
[0046] More specifically, the operation handle H1 is an
operation part that receives a teaching operation on a
virtual first arm 31’. As shown in Fig. 3A, the control point
TCP of the operation handle H1 is set as a representative
point of the hand attached to the tip end of the first arm
31’ or a representative point of the tool held by the hand.
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[0047] The position of a specified control point such as
the control point TCP is defined by the aforementioned
control point information 112b. Now, a setting example
of the control point information 112b will be described
with reference to Fig. 4.
[0048] Fig. 4 is a view showing a setting example of
the control point information 112b. As shown in Fig. 4,
the control point information 112b includes, e.g., a "tool
presence/absence" item, a "tool kind" item and a "control
point" item. In Fig. 4, for the sake of making the descrip-
tion readily understandable, the data of the respective
items are indicated in the form of texts. However, this is
not intended to limit the type of data stored.
[0049] In the "tool presence/absence" item, there are
stored data that define whether or not a tool is held by
the hand (not shown) of the robot 30, i.e., "tool presence"
or "tool absence".
[0050] In the "tool kind" item, there are stored data that
indicate the kinds of tools. In the "control point" item, there
are stored data that indicate the positions of control points
corresponding to the kinds of tools (e.g., coordinate val-
ues indicating the positions relative to the hand). Depend-
ing on the shape of the tool held by the hand, an operator
may easily operate the virtual robot 30’ by appropriately
setting the posture of the three-dimensional coordinate
axes of the operation handle with respect to the hand. In
preparation for this case, the data indicating the posture
of the operation handle (e.g., the posture of the three-
dimensional coordinate axes with respect to the hand)
may be stored in the "control point" item. The coordinate
system set in a corresponding relationship with the tool
is sometimes referred to as a "tool coordinate system"
for the sake of convenience.
[0051] For example, in the example shown in Fig. 3A,
if it is assumed that a "first tool" is held by the hand, the
"tip end portion" of the "first tool" is defined as a specified
control point.
[0052] If it is assumed that a "second tool" is held by
the hand, the "central portion" of the "second tool" is de-
fined as a specified control point.
[0053] In a case of the "tool absence", a predetermined
"hand reference point" is defined as a specified control
point.
[0054] That is to say, it can be said that the control
point information 112b is a database in which the kinds
of tools used in the robot 30 are associated with the con-
trol points prepared in advance corresponding to the
kinds of tools.
[0055] The image generating unit 111a acquires from
the control point information 112b the specified control
point corresponding to the kind of the tool which is as-
sumed to be used by the robot 30 and generates a virtual
image based on the specified control point thus acquired.
[0056] Details of the operation handle generated by
using the specified control point as the origin will be de-
scribed later with reference to Figs. 5A to 5C. In the
present embodiment, based on a setting example of the
control point information 112b shown in Fig. 4, descrip-

tion will be made on a case where the specified control
point (namely, the control point TCP) is the "tip end por-
tion" of the "first tool", when the "first tool" is held by the
robot 30.
[0057] Referring back to Figs. 3A to 3D, as shown in
Fig. 3A, the virtual image 35 includes the operation han-
dle H2 for a virtual second arm 32’, the operation handle
H3 for the rotating movement of a virtual body unit 33’,
the operation handle H4 for the elbow angular motion of
the virtual first arm 31’ and the operation handle H5 for
the elbow angular motion of the virtual second arm 32’.
[0058] For example, if an operation target is the first
arm 31’, the operation handle H1 is indicated by, e.g., a
solid line as shown in Fig. 3A. At this time, the other op-
eration handles H2 to H5 are indicated by, e.g., broken
lines as shown in Fig. 3A. In this case, the indications
may be distinguished by colors in such a way that the
operation handle H1 is indicated in color and the other
operation handles H2 to H5 are indicated in black and
white. Moreover, the operation handle H1 may be indi-
cated in a size larger than the size of the other operation
handles H2 to H5 so that the indications can be distin-
guished from one another by size.
[0059] The first arm 31’ including the operation handle
H1 may be indicated in color and the second arm 32’ or
the operation handle H5 for the second arm 32’ may be
indicated in black and white. When the operation handles
or arms other than the operation target are indicated in
black and white in this manner, an operator can intuitively
identify the operation handle or arm that is the operation
target at the present time. A display image of the example
mentioned above is shown in Fig. 3D. In Fig. 3D, the
black/white indication portions are indicated by broken
lines.
[0060] In accordance with the present embodiment,
when performing a teaching operation with respect to a
robot having a plurality of arms such as a dual arm robot
or the like, a pre-designated arm as a teaching operation
target is indicated to be intuitively identified as shown in
Fig. 3D. This makes it possible to avoid performing teach-
ing with respect to an unintended arm.
[0061] As shown in Fig. 3B, in a case where the first
arm 31’ is the operation target, when the mouse cursor
C is moved toward one axis of the first arm 31’, an oper-
ation handle H6 for the corresponding axis may be dis-
played.
[0062] As shown in Fig. 3A, for example, a guide line
GL may be indicated to extend vertically downward from
the control point TCP of the operation handle H1. In Fig.
3A, there is illustrated a case where the end point EP of
the guide line GL reaches a floor surface. Alternatively,
as shown in Fig. 3C, the guide line GL may be indicated
to extend to a point where the end point EP thereof makes
contact with an arbitrary model M. Moreover, the guide
line GL may be indicated in a conspicuous color such as
a red color or the like so that an operator can easily iden-
tify the guide line GL.
[0063] As described above, by indicating the guide line
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GL of a so-called laser pointer shape, even if the virtual
robot 30’ is obliquely seen in the virtual image 35 as
shown in Fig. 3A, an operator can reliably grasp the po-
sitional relationship between the virtual robot 30’ and the
surrounding equipment or the obstacles.
[0064] That is to say, accurate teaching capable of re-
liably preventing interference of the actual robot 30 with
the surrounding equipment or the obstacles can be per-
formed in an intuitively understandable manner regard-
less of the operator’s proficiency.
[0065] In Figs. 3A and 3C, the guide line GL extends
vertically downward. Alternatively, the extension direc-
tion of the guide line GL may be changed to an arbitrary
direction depending on the shape of a work space or the
position of the surrounding equipment or obstacles.
[0066] By operating, e.g., the operation handles H1 to
H5 shown in Fig. 3A through the operation unit 13, an
operator applies a simulation instruction for making the
virtual robot 30’ in the virtual image 35 perform a simu-
lation operation. Specific examples thereof will be de-
scribed later with reference to Figs. 5A to 8C. In the
present embodiment, the operation handles H1 to H5 are
sometimes generally referred to as "operation handles
H".
[0067] As shown in Fig. 3A, input buttons B1 to B5 are
arranged on the display window 120. The input buttons
B1 to B5 are operation parts which can be operated by
an operator through the operation unit 13.
[0068] For example, an independent/synchronous mo-
tion switching function may be allotted to the input button
B1 and the input button B2. When the input button B1 is
pressed, the robot simulator 10 simulates only one unit
that is the operation target (e.g., only the first arm 31’).
[0069] When the input button B2 is pressed, the robot
simulator 10 simulates one unit (e.g., the first arm 31’)
that is the operation target and the other unit (e.g., the
second arm 32’) synchronously. A specific example of
the synchronous motion will be described later with ref-
erence to Figs. 9A and 9B.
[0070] Further, for example, a switching function be-
tween display and non-display of the operation handles
H1 to H5 may be allotted to the input button B3. Further-
more, for example, a function of displaying the name of
the tool held by the hand may be allotted to the input
button B4.
[0071] Furthermore, for example, a registration func-
tion may be allotted to the input button B5. When the
input button B5 is pressed, the positions of the respective
axes of the virtual robot 30’ at that time are registered as
teaching points in the teaching data storage unit 14.
[0072] As shown in Fig. 3A, a pull-down menu P1 as
an operation part is further provided on the display win-
dow 120. A function of switching the coordinate systems
of the operation handles H1 and H2 (e.g., robot coordi-
nates, base coordinates, user coordinates, tool coordi-
nates, and the like) can be allotted to the pull-down menu
P1.
[0073] In this regard, the robot coordinates may be set

as a coordinate system in which the installation portion
of the first arm 31’ or the second arm 32’ on the body unit
33’ is used as the origin. The base coordinates may be
set as a coordinate system in which the installation por-
tion of the body unit 33’ on the base unit is used as the
origin. The user coordinates may be set as a coordinate
system in which an arbitrary point is defined as the origin
by an operator.
[0074] In this way, by switching the coordinate systems
with the pull-down menu P1, the operation handles can
be changed in conformity with the selected coordinate
system. For example, in Fig. 3A, the operation handle
H1 is operated based on the tool coordinate system in
which the control point TCP is used as the origin. Alter-
natively, the operation handle H1 may be operated based
on a world coordinate system (to be described later).
[0075] When an operator selects a desired coordinate
system through the pull-down menu P1, the image gen-
erating unit 111a generates a virtual image 35 that in-
cludes operation handles H having orthogonal coordi-
nate axes corresponding to the selected coordinate sys-
tem.
[0076] In addition, the robot simulator 10 can individ-
ually drive the respective joints of the virtual robot 30’ in
the virtual image 35 on the display unit 12 according to
the operator’s operation performed through the operation
unit 13. Moreover, the robot simulator 10 can change the
viewpoint that decides the viewing direction of the virtual
image displayed and can enlarge or reduce the virtual
image displayed.
[0077] Furthermore, the robot simulator 10 can find,
by inverse kinematics computation, the positions of the
respective joints of the virtual robot 30’ in a state where
the hand or tool of the virtual robot 30’ has reached a
particular point of the virtual image 35 designated by an
operator, and can generate and display the virtual robot
30’ in that state.
[0078] According to the operator’s operation, the robot
simulator 10 can read the teaching points registered in
the teaching data storage unit 14 and can display the
virtual robot 30’ which has reached a particular teaching
point. Since these functions of the robot simulator 10 are
well-known in the art, detailed description of the functions
not related to the present embodiment will be omitted
herein.
[0079] Referring back to Fig. 2, description will be
made on the operation reception unit 111c of the simu-
lator control device 11. The operation reception unit 111c
receives an operator’s input operation inputted through
the operation unit 13. If the input operation relates to a
simulation instruction, the operation reception unit 111c
notifies the operation amount acquiring unit 111d of the
received input operation. The input operation related to
the simulation instruction, which is referred to herein, cor-
responds to the operation of the operation handles H1
to H5 in the example shown in Fig. 3A.
[0080] If the input operation pertains to a teaching point
registration instruction, the operation reception unit 111c
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notifies the teaching point acquiring unit 111f of the re-
ceived input operation. The input operation pertaining to
the teaching point registration instruction, which is re-
ferred to herein, corresponds to the operation of the input
button B5 in the example shown in Fig. 3A.
[0081] The operation amount acquiring unit 111d an-
alyzes the content of the input operation notified from the
operation reception unit 111c. The operation amount ac-
quiring unit 111d acquires the displacement amount of a
control point and the rotation amount of three-dimension-
al coordinate axes having the control point as the origin,
and notifies the simulation instructing unit 111e of the
displacement amount and the rotation amount thus ac-
quired.
[0082] The simulation instructing unit 111e notifies the
image generating unit 111a of a simulation instruction
that instructs the image generating unit 111a to generate
a virtual image in which the posture of the virtual robot
30’ is changed according to the displacement amount
and the rotation amount notified from the operation
amount acquiring unit 111d.
[0083] According to the simulation instruction received
from the simulation instructing unit 111e, the image gen-
erating unit 111a regenerates a virtual image, which is
displayed on the display unit 12 by the display control
unit 111b. Thus, the virtual image performs a continu-
ously-changing simulation operation.
[0084] Now, a specific operation of the operation han-
dles H and a resultant simulation operation of the virtual
image will be described with reference to Figs. 5A to 8C.
First, a specific example of the operation handles H will
be described with reference to Figs. 5A to 5C. In the
following description, the specified control point will be
consistently referred to as a "control point TCP".
[0085] Fig. 5A is a view showing one example of an
operation handle H. Fig. 5B is a view for explaining a
displacement handle Hx. Fig. 5C is a view for explaining
a rotation handle HRz.
[0086] In Fig. 5A, there are illustrated three-dimension-
al XYZ coordinate axes designated by capitals X, Y and
Z. The XYZ coordinate axes constitute a coordinate sys-
tem indicating a space as a whole, such as a so-called
world coordinate system or the like, and correspond to
the XYZ coordinate axes indicated at the left lower side
on the display window 120 in Fig. 3A. The coordinate
system of the operation handle H to be described below
is indicated by the xyz coordinate axes of a local coordi-
nate system (e.g., a tool coordinate system) differing from
the XYZ coordinate system. For the sake of convenience
in description, it is assumed that an x-axis is parallel to
the X-axis, the y-axis to the Y-axis, and the z-axis to the
Z-axis.
[0087] As shown in Fig. 5A, the operation handle H is
an operation part for operating the xyz coordinate axes
in which the control point TCP is used as the origin. The
operation handle H includes displacement handles Hx,
Hy and Hz for displacing the control point TCP along the
axial direction of each of the xyz coordinate axes.

[0088] The displacement handles Hx, Hy and Hz each
have a shape of a three-dimensional double-headed ar-
row extending along the corresponding axial direction of
the xyz coordinate axes. Each of the displacement han-
dles Hx, Hy and Hz is spaced apart from the control point
TCP. The displacement handles Hx, Hy and Hz are in-
cluded in each of the operation handles H1 and H2 in the
example shown in Fig. 3A.
[0089] As shown in Fig. 5A, rotation handles HRx, HRy
and HRz for rotating the xyz coordinate axes about their
own axes are included in the operation handle H.
[0090] The rotation handles HRx, HRy and HRz have
a shape of a three-dimensional double-headed arrow ex-
tending around the corresponding axis of the xyz coor-
dinate axes. The rotation handles HRx, HRy and HRz
are included in each of the operation handles H1 to H5
in the example shown in Fig. 3A.
[0091] Now, by taking the displacement handle Hx
shown in Fig. 5B as an example, description will be made
on a specific example of a case where the displacement
handle Hx is operated. In Fig. 5B, the illustrations of the
displacement handles Hy and Hz and the rotation han-
dles HRx, HRy and HRz are omitted.
[0092] As shown in Fig. 5B, the displacement handle
Hx is operated by an operator’s drag operation through
the operation unit 13 (see an arrow 501 in Fig. 5B) At this
time, the displacement handle Hx can be drag-operated
along the corresponding x-axis direction.
[0093] As shown in Fig. 5B, for example, if the drag
amount of the drag operation indicated by the arrow 501
is equivalent to one displacement amount, the image
generating unit 111a displaces the control point TCP and
the xyz coordinate axes having the control point TCP as
the origin, by one displacement amount in the x-axis di-
rection (see an arrow 502 in Fig. 5B).
[0094] In this case, in the XYZ coordinate axes (see
Fig. 5A), if the coordinate values X, Y and Z of the control
point TCP before the displacement are 0, 0 and 0, the
coordinate values X, Y and Z of the control point TCP
after the displacement become 1, 0 and 0. The xyz co-
ordinate axes are formed by using the control point TCP
after the displacement as the origin.
[0095] The image generating unit 111a regenerates a
virtual image of the robot 30 based on the control point
TCP and the xyz coordinate axes after the displacement,
thereby allowing a simulation operation to be performed.
[0096] Needless to say, as implied by the shape of the
three-dimensional double-headed arrow, the displace-
ment handle Hx can be drag-operated in the opposite
direction to the arrow 501 shown in Fig. 5B.
[0097] While not shown in Fig. 5B, if a drag operation
is similarly performed with respect to the displacement
handle Hy, the control point TCP and the xyz coordinate
axes having the control point TCP as the origin are dis-
placed along the y-axis direction. If a drag operation is
similarly performed with respect to the displacement han-
dle Hz, the control point TCP and the xyz coordinate axes
having the control point TCP as the origin are displaced
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along the z-axis direction.
[0098] Next, by taking the rotation handle HRz shown
in Fig. 5C as an example, description will be made on a
specific example of a case where the rotation handle HRz
is operated. In Fig. 5C, the illustrations of the displace-
ment handles Hx, Hy and Hz and the rotation handles
HRx and HRy are omitted.
[0099] As shown in Fig. 5C, the rotation handle HRz
is operated by an operator’s drag operation through the
operation unit 13
[0100] (see an arrow 503 in Fig. 5C). At this time, the
rotation handle HRz can be drag-operated around the
corresponding z-axis by using the mouse cursor C.
[0101] Further, as illustrated in Fig. 5C, for example, if
the drag amount of the drag operation indicated by the
arrow 503 is equivalent to a rotation amount of 30 de-
grees, the image generating unit 111a rotates the xyz
coordinate axes by 30 degrees about the z-axis (see an
arrow 504 in Fig. 5C).
[0102] The image generating unit 111a regenerates a
virtual image of the robot 30 based on the xyz coordinate
axes after the rotation, thereby allowing a simulation op-
eration to be performed.
[0103] Needless to say, as implied by the shape of the
three-dimensional double-headed arrow, the rotation
handle HRz can also be drag-operated in the opposite
direction to the arrow 503 shown in Fig. 5C. In this case,
the xyz coordinate axes are rotated in the opposite di-
rection to the example shown in Fig. 5C.
[0104] While not shown in Fig. 5C, if a drag operation
is similarly performed with respect to the rotation handle
HRx, the xyz coordinate axes are rotated about the x-
axis. If a drag operation is similarly performed with re-
spect to the rotation handle HRy, the xyz coordinate axes
are rotated about the y-axis.
[0105] As described above, the operation handle H in-
cludes the displacement handles Hx, Hy and Hz and the
rotation handles HRx, HRy and HRz which respectively
correspond to the xyz coordinate axes having the control
point TCP as the origin and each of which has a shape
of a double-headed arrow. Accordingly, an operator can
operate the robot simulator in an intuitively understand-
able manner regardless of the operator’s proficiency.
[0106] The shape of the operation handle H is not lim-
ited to one example shown in Fig. 5A. For example, the
displacement handles Hx, Hy and Hz and the rotation
handles HRx, HRy and HRz may be single-headed ar-
rows.
[0107] Next, a specific example of the simulation op-
eration of the virtual robot 30’ in the virtual image 35 in
the case where the displacement handle Hz of the oper-
ation handle H (see Fig. 5A) is operated will be described
with reference to Figs. 6A to 6C. Figs. 6A to 6C are first
to third views illustrating a specific example of the simu-
lation operation in the case where the displacement han-
dle Hz is operated.
[0108] In Figs. 6A to 6C, for the sake of convenience
in description, the illustrations of the rotation handles

HRx, HRy and HRz are omitted.
[0109] As shown in Fig. 6A, it is assumed that the virtual
robot 30’ is displayed on the display window 120 of the
display unit 12. It is also assumed that the displacement
handle Hz is drag-operated by an operator in the direction
indicated by an arrow 601 in Fig. 6A.
[0110] In this case, as shown in Fig. 6B, the operation
handle H is first displaced along the z-axis direction by
a displacement amount corresponding to the drag
amount of the operator’s drag operation (see an arrow
602 in Fig. 6B). That is to say, the control point TCP and
the xyz coordinate axes having the control point TCP as
the origin are displaced together along the z-axis direc-
tion.
[0111] Subsequently, as shown in Fig. 6C, the movable
tip end portion of the first arm 31’ is displaced following
the operation handle H. That is to say, in the virtual image
35, there is depicted a simulation operation of the virtual
robot 30’ in which the first arm 31’ is moved in the direction
of an arrow 603 in Fig. 6C.
[0112] Although the simulation operation in the case
where the displacement handle Hz is operated has been
described with reference to Figs. 6A to 6C, it is needless
to say that the displacement handles Hx and Hy make
the same movement along the corresponding x-axis and
y-axis, respectively.
[0113] Next, a specific example of the simulation op-
eration of the virtual robot 30’ in the virtual image 35 in
the case where the rotation handle HRz of the operation
handles H is operated will be described with reference
to Figs. 7A to 7C. Figs. 7A to 7C are first to third views
illustrating a specific example of the simulation operation
in the case where the rotation handle HRx is operated.
[0114] In Figs. 7A to 7C, for the sake of convenience
in description, the illustrations of the displacement han-
dles Hx, Hy and Hz are omitted.
[0115] As shown in Fig. 7A, it is assumed that the first
arm 31’ of the virtual robot 30’ is displayed on the display
window 120 of the display unit 12. It is also assumed that
the rotation handle HRx is drag-operated by an operator
in the direction indicated by an arrow 701 in Fig. 7A.
[0116] In this case, as shown in Fig. 7B, the xyz coor-
dinate axes are rotated about the x-axis by a rotation
amount corresponding to the drag amount of the opera-
tor’s drag operation (see an arrow 702 in Fig. 7B).
[0117] Subsequently, as shown in Fig. 7C, the movable
tip end portion of the first arm 31’ is depicted to follow
the xyz coordinate axes after the rotation. That is to say,
in Fig. 7C, there is illustrated a simulation operation of
the first arm 31’ in which the orientation of the movable
tip end portion is changed according to the orientation of
an arrow 703 indicated in Fig. 7C.
[0118] Although the simulation operation in the case
where the rotation handle HRx is operated has been de-
scribed with reference to Figs. 7A to 7C, it is needless to
say that the rotation handles HRy and HRz make the
same movement about the corresponding y-axis and z-
axis, respectively.
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[0119] Next, a specific example of the simulation op-
eration of the virtual robot 30’ in the virtual image 35 in
the case where the operation handle H5 for an elbow
angular motion is operated will be described with refer-
ence to Figs. 8A to 8C. Figs. 8A to 8C are first to third
views illustrating a specific example of the simulation op-
eration in the case where the operation handle H5 for an
elbow angular motion is operated.
[0120] In Figs. 8A to 8C, the operation handle H5 cor-
responding to the second arm 32’ is taken as an example.
Since the same operation is performed with respect to
the operation handle H4 corresponding to the first arm
31’,the description thereof will be omitted.
[0121] As shown in Fig. 8A, the operation handle H5
for an elbow angular motion includes a rotation handle
(see the rotation handle HRx in Fig. 5C) which can be
rotated about a vertical axis by a drag operation using
the mouse cursor C.
[0122] It is assumed herein that, as shown in Fig. 8B,
a drag operation is performed by an operator in the di-
rection indicated by an arrow 801 in Fig. 8B.
[0123] In this case, as shown in Fig. 8B, the rotation
handle of the operation handle H5 is rotated about the
vertical axis by a rotation amount corresponding to the
drag amount of the operator’s drag operation (see an
arrow 802 in Fig. 8B).
[0124] Subsequently, as shown in Fig. 8B, in compli-
ance with the rotation of the rotation handle, the angle of
the elbow of the second arm 32’ is changed with the con-
trol point TCP kept fixed. That is to say, in Fig. 8B, there
is depicted a simulation operation of the elbow angular
motion in which the second arm 32’ is rotated along the
direction of an arrow 803 in Fig. 8B while keeping the
position and posture of the tip end portion of the second
arm 32’ unchanged.
[0125] As shown in Fig. 8C, if a drag operation is per-
formed by an operator in the direction indicated by an
arrow 804 in Fig. 8C, the rotation handle of the operation
handle H5 is resultantly rotated in the direction of an ar-
row 805 in Fig. 8C.
[0126] In compliance with the rotation of the rotation
handle, the second arm 32’ performs an elbow angular
motion along the direction of an arrow 806 in Fig. 8C.
[0127] By performing this operation, an operator can
make the second arm 32’ take a posture hardly interfering
with the surrounding equipment or obstacles while keep-
ing the position and posture of the tip end portion of the
second arm 32’ unchanged. Further, the operator can
make the second arm 32’ take a form in which the rotation
amount of the joint of each axis of the second arm 32’
does not reach a limit value thereof.
[0128] Next, a simulation operation when a synchro-
nous motion is selected by pressing the input button B2
shown in Fig. 3A will be described with reference to Figs.
9A and 9B. Figs. 9A and 9B are first and second views
showing a specific example of a simulation operation
when a synchronous motion is selected.
[0129] At the time of selecting the synchronous motion,

it is assumed that the first arm 31’ is an operation target.
It is also assumed that, as shown in Fig. 9A, the displace-
ment handle of the operation handle H1 is drag-operated
in the direction indicated by an arrow 901 in Fig. 9A.
[0130] In this case, as shown in Fig. 9B, the movable
tip end portion of the first arm 31’ is moved up in the
direction indicated by an arrow 902 in Fig. 9B by a dis-
placement amount corresponding to the operation
amount of the drag operation. At this time, due to the
selection of the synchronous motion, the movable tip end
portion of the second arm 32’ is also moved up together
with the first arm 31’ by the same displacement amount
as the first arm 31’ in the direction indicated by an arrow
903 in Fig. 9B.
[0131] That is to say, an operator does not need to
simulate the respective arms separately. It is only nec-
essary to dragoperate only the operation handle of one
of the arms. This function is useful in the case, e.g., where
an operator wishes to have a dual arm robot perform a
simulation operation without changing the relative posi-
tional relationship or posture relationship between the
hands or the tools of the tip end portions of the first arm
31’ and the second arm 32’.
[0132] Further, as indicated by a hatched portion in
Fig. 9B, it may be possible to clearly indicate how close
the current rotation amount of the joint of each axis by
the simulation operation is to a limit value thereof. For
example, Fig. 9B illustrates an example clearly indicating
that the rotation amount of the joint of the axis U of the
second arm 32’ is made close to or equal to the limit value
thereof by the upward movement of the movable tip end
portion of the second arm 32’ caused by the drag oper-
ation.
[0133] While not shown in Fig. 9B, the indications of
closeness to the limit value may be distinguished by color
in such a way that a case where the closeness to the limit
value has a margin of less than 10% is indicated in orange
color and a case where the closeness of to the limit value
has a margin of less than 3% is indicated in red color.
[0134] Taking a specific example of this case, when
the rotatable range of the axis U is 6100° from a prede-
termined origin, an orange color is indicated if the abso-
lute value of the rotation amount from a reference position
of the axis U is larger than 90°, and a red color is indicated
if the absolute value of the rotation amount is larger than
97°.
[0135] Use of these indications enables an operator to
intuitively understand the closeness of a joint to the limit
value. Accordingly, an operator may be offered to per-
form an operation in which the joint is moved away from
the limit value.
[0136] Referring back to Fig. 2, description will be
made on the teaching point acquiring unit 111f of the
simulator control device 11. The teaching point acquiring
unit 111f receives from the operation reception unit 111c
a notice that the input button B5 (see Fig. 3A) is pressed.
The teaching point acquiring unit 111f acquires, as teach-
ing points, the positions of the respective axes of the
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virtual robot 30’ in the virtual image 35 at the time when
the input button B5 is pressed.
[0137] The teaching point acquiring unit 111f notifies
the registration unit 111g of the teaching points thus ac-
quired. The registering unit 111g registers, in the teach-
ing data storage unit 14, the teaching point data in which
the teaching points received from the teaching point ac-
quiring unit 111f are associated with the postures of the
robot.
[0138] The robot control device 20 controls various
kinds of operations of the robot 30 based on the combi-
nation of the teaching points (the teaching point data)
registered in the teaching data storage unit 14. Accord-
ingly, the teaching point acquiring unit 111f and the reg-
istration unit 111g can be regarded as a "teaching unit"
that teaches the robot 30 through the teaching data stor-
age unit 14.
[0139] The memory unit 112 is a memory device such
as a hard disk drive, a nonvolatile memory or the like.
The memory unit 112 stores the model information 112a
and the control point information 112b. The contents of
the model information 112a and the control point infor-
mation 112b have been described above and, therefore,
will not be further described herein.
[0140] In the above description with reference to Fig.
2, there has been illustrated an example in which the
simulator control device 11 generates the virtual image
of the robot 30 based on the model information 112a and
the control point information 112b registered in advance.
Alternatively, it may be possible to sequentially acquire
the information required for image generation from a host
device connected to the simulator control device 11 for
mutual communications.
[0141] As described above, the robot simulator in ac-
cordance with the embodiment includes the image gen-
erating unit (the generating unit), the display unit, the
display control unit and the simulation instructing unit.
The image generating unit generates a virtual image that
includes a robot having at least a redundant axis and an
operation handle capable of operating three-dimensional
coordinate axes having a specified control point of the
robot as the origin.
[0142] The display unit displays an image. The display
control unit controls the display unit to display the virtual
image generated by the image generating unit.
[0143] When receiving an operator’s operation for the
operation handle, the simulation instructing unit acquires
at least one of the displacement amount of the control
point and the rotation amount of the three-dimensional
coordinate axes attributable to the operator’s operation.
The simulation instructing unit instructs the image gen-
erating unit to regenerate the virtual image in which the
posture of the robot is changed according to the displace-
ment amount and/or the rotation amount thus acquired.
[0144] Therefore, the robot simulator in accordance
with the embodiment can be operated by an operator in
an intuitively understandable manner regardless of the
operator’s proficiency.

[0145] In the aforementioned embodiment, description
has been made by taking, as an example, the robot sim-
ulator capable of acquiring as teaching points the posi-
tions of the respective axes of the robot in the virtual
image and capable of registering the teaching points as
teaching point data. However, a robot simulator in the
narrow sense may not include the teaching data storage
unit 14 and the teaching unit including the teaching point
acquiring unit 111f and the registration unit 111g. A robot
simulator in the broad sense, which includes the robot
simulator in the narrow sense, the teaching data storage
unit 14 for storing the teaching point data in which the
postures of the robot in the virtual image at arbitrary time
points are related to the teaching points of the robot, and
the teaching unit for teaching the robot based on the
teaching point data stored in the teaching data storage
unit 14, may be a robot teaching apparatus for teaching
a robot.
[0146] In the aforementioned embodiment, there has
been illustrated a case where the simulation operation is
performed only on the virtual image. However, a practical
robot may be actually operated in response to the oper-
ator’s operation of an operation handle.
[0147] In the aforementioned embodiment, there has
been illustrated a case where a mouse is primarily used
as the operation unit and where a drag operation of an
operation handle is performed by the mouse. However,
the present disclosure is not limited thereto. For example,
the display unit may be formed of a so-called multi-touch-
type touch panel, and an operator may drag the operation
handle by a multi-touch operation.
[0148] In the aforementioned embodiment, there has
been described a case where the virtual image is a graph-
ic image for a three-dimensional model. However, the
number of dimensions is not limited thereto. The virtual
image may be a graphic image for a two-dimensional
model.
[0149] Other effects and other modified examples can
be readily derived by those skilled in the art. For that
reason, the broad aspect of the present disclosure is not
limited to the specific disclosure and the representative
embodiment shown and described above. Accordingly,
the present disclosure can be modified in many different
forms without departing from the spirit and scope defined
by the appended claims and the equivalents thereof.

Claims

1. A robot simulator, comprising:

a generating unit configured to generate a virtual
image that includes a virtual robot obtained by
imaging an actual robot having at least one axis
and an operation handle capable of operating
three-dimensional coordinate axes having a
control point of the virtual robot as an origin;
a display unit;
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a display control unit configured to control the
display unit to display the virtual image gener-
ated by the generating unit; and
a simulation instructing unit configured to, when
receiving an operator’s operation for the opera-
tion handle, acquire at least one of a displace-
ment amount of the control point and a rotation
amount of the three-dimensional coordinate ax-
es attributable to the operator’s operation, and
configured to instruct the generating unit to re-
generate the virtual image in which a posture of
the virtual robot is changed in accordance with
the displacement amount and/or the rotation
amount thus acquired.

2. The robot simulator of claim 1, wherein the operation
handle comprises at least one of displacement han-
dles each of which displaces the control point along
a corresponding axial direction of the three-dimen-
sional coordinate axes and rotation handles each of
which rotates the three-dimensional coordinate axes
about a corresponding one of the three-dimensional
coordinate axes.

3. The robot simulator of claim 2, wherein each of the
displacement handles has a shape of a double-head-
ed arrow extending along the corresponding axial
direction of the three-dimensional coordinate axes,
the double-headed arrow spaced apart from the con-
trol point.

4. The robot simulator of any one of claims 1 to 3, further
comprising:

an operation part capable of selecting at least a
coordinate system of the three-dimensional co-
ordinate axes,
wherein the generating unit is configured to,
when the operator selects a desired coordinate
system by using the operation part, include in
the virtual image the operation handle having
the three-dimensional coordinate axes corre-
sponding to the desired coordinate system.

5. The robot simulator of claim 2 or 3, wherein said at
least one axis is included in an arm unit of the virtual
robot, one of the rotation handles is configured to
perform an elbow angular motion by which an angle
of an elbow of the arm unit is changed with the control
point kept fixed, and the simulation instructing unit
is configured to, when receiving an operation for said
one of the rotation handles, instructs the generating
unit to regenerate the virtual image in which the vir-
tual robot performs the elbow angular motion in re-
sponse to rotation of said one of the rotation handles.

6. The robot simulator of any one of claims 1 to 5,
wherein the operation handle is operated by a drag

operation of the operator.

7. The robot simulator of claim 5 or 6, wherein the actual
robot is a dual arm robot including two arm units, and
the simulation instructing unit is configured to, when
receiving an operation for the operation handle
whose operation target is one of the arm units, in-
structs the generating unit to regenerate the virtual
image in which the arm units are operated in a syn-
chronous manner according to the displacement
amount or the rotation amount attributable to the op-
eration for the operation handle.

8. The robot simulator of any one of claims 1 to 7,
wherein the generating unit is configured to generate
the virtual image that indicates the operation handle
and a part of the virtual robot serving as an operation
target of the operation handle to be distinguished
from other operation handles and other parts of the
virtual robot.

9. The robot simulator of any one of claims 1 to 8,
wherein the generating unit is configured to include
in the virtual image a guide line extending in an ar-
bitrary direction from the control point and having an
end point which makes contact with an arbitrary mod-
el.

10. The robot simulator of claim 9, wherein the arbitrary
direction is a vertical downward direction.

11. A robot teaching apparatus, comprising:

a robot simulator of claim 1;
a teaching data storage unit configured to store
teaching point data in which postures of the vir-
tual robot in the virtual image at arbitrary time
points are associated with teaching points of the
virtual robot; and
a teaching unit configured to teach the actual
robot based on the teaching point data stored in
the teaching data storage unit.

12. A robot teaching method, comprising:

generating a virtual image that includes a virtual
robot obtained by imaging an actual robot having
at least one axis and an operation handle capa-
ble of operating three-dimensional coordinate
axes having a control point of the virtual robot
as an origin;
displaying the generated virtual image;
acquiring at least one of a displacement amount
of the control point and a rotation amount of the
three-dimensional coordinate axes attributable
to an operator’s operation for the operation han-
dle, and regenerating the virtual image in which
a posture of the virtual robot is changed in ac-
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cordance with the displacement amount or the
rotation amount thus acquired;
storing teaching point data in which postures of
the virtual robot in the virtual image at arbitrary
time points are associated with teaching points
of the virtual robot; and
teaching the robot based on the stored teaching
point data.

13. A robot system comprising the robot teaching appa-
ratus of claim 11.

14. The robot system of claim 13, further comprising:

the actual robot; and
a robot control device configured to control an
operation of the actual robot based on the teach-
ing of the teaching unit.
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